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Soil properties are often non-uniformly distributed within the fields. The key soil characteristics
(moisture, salinity, acidity, texture, total fertility) vary across the field and dictate variable rates of
agricultural inputs. Geophysical methods of Electrical Resistivity (ER) or Conductivity (EC) have been
used to map soil properties since 1930 in the USA and since 1960 in Europe, as summarized in Allred et
al. [1] and Pozdnyakov [2]. Methods of Direct Current (DC) such as four-electrode probe mapping and
Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) provide actual values of ER at multiple depths but slower than methods
of Electromagnetic Induction (EMI). However, the depth of penetration and ER values measured with EMI
methods varies depending on soil type and field condition. Farm fields were mapped with AEMP-14 in
Rostov, Russia and Montrose, IA, USA, in 2021; ER at low frequencies (15-25kHz) correlated with available
water at 50-70cm depth. Electrical resistivity at higher frequencies (60kHz) correlated with pH at a 10-20
cm depth. A Methodic of Calibrating EMI (AEMP-14) measurements with DC VES (Land Mapper) at a few
locations is proposed to quantify ER values at multiple depths in outlined areas.
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Introduction

The combination of soil characteristics is the main factor affecting yields. Soil properties are
often distributed unevenly over the field area. This leads to heterogeneous soil characteristics
(moisture, salinity, acidity, texture, total fertility) in different parts of the field. The absence
of accurate soil maps increases fertilizer application costs and irrigation water consumption,
resulting in reduced yields and profits. The first studies on applying resistivity methods to
soil moisture measurement are known from the 1930s. In the 1960s, the same methods were
increasingly being applied in the USA and Europe to determine the salinity of soils Allred et
al. [1].
Work on the electrophysical characterization of soils has been carried out in Russia since
the 1990s under Prof. Pozdnyakov of Moscow State University Pozdnyakov [2]. He used the
resistivity method and obtained typical VES curves for different soil types. VES is not the
best methodology for investigating large areas due to the low measurement speed. Modern
geophysical electromagnetic survey equipment can be successfully used for the zoning of
agricultural soils.

Material and Methods

In July 2021, fieldwork was carried out in the Rostov region. AEMP-14 induction
electromagnetic frequency sounding equipment was used, mounted on plastic skids 3m long,
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the height of the device above the ground surface 20cm. The skids
were towed by vehicle and tractor, generator of the device forward,
the distance from the generator to the tow was not less than 2m
(Figure 1).

using an AEMP-14 on a skid towed by an ATV. A resistivity map with
soil map element boundaries is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Apparent resistivity map, Montrose, Iowa.

Results, Interpretation, Conclusion

Figure 1: AEMP-14 on skids.
Point datasets with resistivity values were exported with
iiSystem (Version 4.04) and plotted on maps in the ArcGIS Pro
(Version 2.8) environment, using the Kriging plugin (3D Analyst
Tools). As a result of the research, maps of the apparent resistivity
distribution were plotted, zoning was carried out, and eight
sampling points were identified (Figure 2).

The data obtained show that the soil characteristics of
agricultural soils can be effectively derived from the electrophysical
characteristics measured with modern electrical survey equipment.
A limitation of this method is its application to soils with high
resistivity. This will cause high deviations between the apparent
resistivity calculated from the induction equipment’s signal and the
true resistivity values.

Further development of the method, according to the authors,
consists of the combination of induction equipment and the Land
Mapper portable resistivity method equipment. This technique can
be effectively used to measure the resistivity at various spacings,
plotting the VES curve. Thus, it is possible to achieve calibration of
the apparent resistivity using Land Mapper data by applying it at
points selected from induction electromagnetic mapping results.
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